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Fred Allebach 
2/27/22 
preparation notes for February 2022 GSA Board and Advisory Committee meetings 
-These notes are just my own thought process, exploring options, ideas; I’m for fairness overall,
and inclusive consideration of DACs (disadvantaged communities) and environmental beneficial
uses.

SV GSA Fees 
-core objective: a fair and efficient funding mechanism, incorporate unique SV characteristics
-need to pay for GSP, technical, admin, insurance, legal, outreach, grants
-and then for PMAs (projects and management actions)
-reimbursement to agencies?
-SCI consultant, polling on what level of fee system, hybrid of diff types?

Fee types: use-based like SRP (Santa Rosa Plain), for benefits received, parcel tax 
-staff is maybe leaning to a benefits received option
-GSA produce a map of areas of expected benefits from PMAs?; assess those in benefit area?
-a benefits received or use-based fee would tend to minimize the common pool resource aspect
of GW, and make ISW/ GDE beneficial uses less in comparison, as well as increase costs to DACs
by targeting M&I as user groups that would have to pay through increased city water and
VOMWD rates

-who will ASR (aquifer storage and recovery) projects benefit? M&I (municipal and industrial
users) ASR can be justified and tracked by metering GW for M&I. Ag and RR (rural residential)
ASR are more diffuse to justify for a big public expense, only those near project will benefit
(unless stakes in whole basin GW conservation are played up); they should pay; why would
general basin stakeholders pay for ASR that only benefits a few?
-M&I ASR is the greatest good for the greatest number; city andf VOMWD may not get grants
for ASR, “groundwater banking” for M&I may not happen in the near term
-If a few benefit but all pay, then (the relatively fewer but larger % of GW use) beneficiaries
need to be under performance guidelines to conserve, for DACs (disadvantaged communities)
and ISW (interconnected surface water/ ecosystems).
-otherwise GW just becomes a use that benefits a few
-If there is a rationale that publicly funded GW ASR projects benefit “the economy”, then a
maybe a quid pro quo should be done with ag to cover farmworkers with better pay and
benefits, and wine tourism-hospitality should pay better wages and benefits; “the economy” is
workers too, not just management
-Tension between GW (groundwater) as a property right and GW as a common pool resource.
-impulse to collectivize fees, spread the pain; IMO, collectivization of fees opens door for more
public (GSA) control, more public say over “private” GW resource
-the more private party well owners (ag and RR) want autonomy and control, the more they
should pay; if they want to spread the cost, then maybe they need to sacrifice and conserve
more so as to gain support from those who frame GW more as a common pool resource?



 
 

 
If a use-based approach is used, like SRP fee, then only well owners pay and the public is taken 
away as a stakeholder in the GW common pool resource 
-in SV the fee would be much higher than SRP bc of less users overall to pay for all the planned 
PMAs 
 
-bottom line: don’t want to pay? then conserve way more; make a chart for this? chart how 
much conservation necessary to avoid big PMS costs 
 
Balance all users groups potential benefits 
-make sure DACs and ISW/ GDEs are not left to come in last place under the Big 2 (ag and RR) 
 
Beneficial use as related to fees 
- Beneficial use of GW is related to enjoying benefits of property, not necessarily or even as a 
common pool resource 
-fair allocation: market and private property tend to max resource use to detriment of the 
commons, hence need for regulation 
-GSP can be seen as a regulation to curb market excesses, however in some respects, GSP 
seems to serve the function of enabling business as usual with PMAs to keep up “normal 
beneficial use” 
 
AC on fees, from last AC meeting 
Fees to be broadly shared by community 
Some sentiment that special projects be paid by beneficiaries 
Not duplicate SR Plain approach: $19/yr for ag, $9 for RR; SV has less population and way higher 
costs per user  
want SV to reflect our unique circumstances, not consistency for what does not apply here 
- efficiency for what? Costs of staffing? GW conservation? Will “efficient” trump fairness?  
 
GRA (Groundwater Resources Association) take home from past state GW conferences: state 
GSAs all looking at supply enhancement in a water scarce future when demand reduction is the 
plain writing on wall 
-a disconnect with GSAs hoping for more supply when generally it is just not there 
-SV can use expanded recycled water to benefit ag interests in east side depletion area; ag 
should pay for 8th East pipeline? 
-recycled water is a clear conservation winner but only benefits a few, unless wider connections 
are guaranteed 
 
Notes from Dec 2021 GSA Board meeting 
Rogers: focus on demand side, reduce need for expensive projects 
Gorin: least expensive options for GW conservation 
AC focused on demand management 
Marcus: demand side is one of first projects; Fred: how many AFY (acre feet per year) are 
expected to be addressed by voluntary demand reductions in next few years? 
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Fred’s message to Board: saving 290 AFY (or up to 420 AFY) overall would obviate all PMAs. All 
old and new straws (wells) then would get less each, shoot for carrying capacity of GW, and 
inclusion of new users; the more GW new users, the less each everyone gets. Welcome new 
M&I people, and new ag and RR uses, and sacrifice to include them, don’t build walls 
-400 AFY conservation would be half of all ag, RR and M&I, a 50% reduction of GW use, by all 
proportionally 
-maybe do a 35-40% overall GW reduction and offset with ASR, MAR, and recycled?  
-this would be an adaptive inclusion plan, rather than a plan of continued growth and business 
as usual supported by tech salvation project fir supply that may not be there 
-county WRE (water resources element of county General Plan): GW use to not exceed GW 
replenishment rates (which it is in SV deep aquifer depletion areas); tie in with Permit Sonoma 
current work on well permitting  
-is GSP sustainable yield based on concept of normal beneficial use which is combo of current 
use and projected growth? 
-practitioner groups projections: RR growth is very low/ negligible growth; all GW growth is ag 
and M&I  
-Fred: PMA reliance on normal beneficial use and continued growth assumptions is the keep 
eating chips and feel no pain diet plan/ it relies on tech salvation and supply enhancement 
-in an addiction model, this is the “more” method, not the cut back for health method 
 
SV Basin has existing undesirable results in deep aquifer depletion areas and ISW/ loss of 
salmon runs? These conditions are undesirable but are they attributable to GW over-pumping? 
In some senses, yes. Data gaps, GSP historical time frame is too short to capture past actions 
that drew water table down, like flood protections ditching, loss of wetlands recharge etc. 
-if voluntary conservation is #1 option for first two years, when will mandatory conservation be 
on the table?  
-or will GSA put PMAs ahead of mandatory conservation to avoid confronting the Big 2 with any 
pain?  
 
Current projection from 2021-2070: mean ag pumping to be 500 AFY, RR/ M&I 300 AFY; from 
2021-2070 need to make up 21,000 AF total 
-Group 2A and 2B PMAs are $8.6 million, after 2025 
-if conserve 300 – 400 AFY, this will offset expensive projects 
-in a way this is like looking at your checkbook for future spending, and with reduced income, 
instead if concluding you need to spend less, the GSP is concluding you need to spend more and 
to just find the money somewhere, bank on more rather than living within our means 
 
PMAs that enhance supply, IMO, should be for inclusion and conservation, not for extra growth 
which might be subsumed under a rubric of “normal beneficial use” 
 
How much supply enhancement, in AFY, will be needed to satisfy normal beneficial use for Big 
2? 
 



 
 

Beneficial use: ag, assumption of normal growth/ BAU (business as usual), PMAs are tech 
salvation, so serious conservation won’t need to be undertaken 
-fees are to pay for PMAs that support “normal growth” of GW use, all at basically current use 
levels; where is the serious call to cut back GW use and live within means? 
-the GSP/ GSA is generally not calling for any pain or sacrifice, hesitant to alienate the Big 2 GW 
user groups, ag and RR 
-econ/ property rights/ rural residential/ ag beneficial use is more equal than other beneficial 
uses? Or all GW beneficial uses need equal accounting (DAC/ environment)?  
 
This all works into fees bc public maybe does not want to support J-curve use, unlimited growth 
scenario; an S-curve, carrying capacity strategy will cost less, not living on credit, not 
overspending checkbook, not enabling unsustainable diet. 
-I’m not at all using GW carrying capacity as a NIMBY, exclusion argument; my take is include 
but all just get less each 
-would need more metering to quantify use 
-without some regime of measuring use, GSA and basin GW will be open to a race to the 
bottom, to Prisoner’s dilemma-type thinking 
 
If stakeholders don’t want to pay, or Prisoner’s dilemma of some not wanting to pay to benefit 
others, then conservation is clear path forward  
-if ag and RR assume BAU growth on a limited common pool resource, and overall GW isn’t 
framed as a basin-wide stakeholder common pool resource (no parcel tax) that benefits all, 
then the only way forward is to have ag and RR pay 80% of all PMAs bc they are 80% of GW use 
 
Why would all basin stakeholders conserve if they have no formal stake in the benefits? 
- if the public pays, it needs an accounting of public benefits, with compelling rationales for a 
public stake; this would be to bolster valley wine-tourism-hospitality economy, that needed to 
benefit all maybe better than it is now 
-a link would need to be made for why the public would prop up the Big 2: obvious connection 
for a parcel tax/ spread the pain campaign then is to put ISW/ GDEs (groundwater dependent 
ecosystems) on par with Big 2 as GW beneficial use 
 
Farm Process, is an estimate of ag GW use vs. metering 
 
Feb 2021 GSA Board meeting of fees 
Gorin and Ding were absent, 33% of body not there to provide direction 
 
GSA Budget 21-22 
Spend $150,000 more than revenue 
-if agencies want to be paid back, plus staff is set on a PMA regime over conservation, then a 
strong revenue stream will be needed 
 
First Annual Report 
-prioritize projects and studies 
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-first two years are voluntary conservation? How do we know how we are doing? Dashboard to 
show gains or not in conservation? What are the indicators showing now? 
-model/ calibrated by well monitoring will show what categories of voluntary conservation are 
doing?  
 
Consultant RFP 
Sonoma Water will be out of admin and grants by 6/22; Ann will be gone. 
They can stay as technical and outreach 
Tim Parker will stay?    
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